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Part I: Critical thinking



Before we start… 

Work: Basic physical 
principles of biology

PhD @ LMU Munich in 
theoretical physics

1990 2007 2015 now October 2019

Hobby: the art of rationality

Hi! I’m Karsten
studying in EindhovenMierlo: ’Ruhe und Raum’



Problem:       Not all planes returned from their missions

Solution?:     Put armor everywhere!

Obstacle:      Putting armor everywhere would make the plane too heavy 
Question:      Where to put the armor?

Data:             Damage (shot patterns) on returned planes done by anti-aircraft guns

damage from 
anti-airfcraft 

guns



Where would you put armor?

anti-aircraft damage



fatal shots

Our data collection has survivorship bias

!
non-fatal shots

Plane does not return

Plane does return

☠
we don’t have data on the shot 

patterns of these planes

Plane before leaving 😅



Our data collection has survivorship bias

survivorship bias: concentrating 
on the people or things that made it 

past some selection process😅
this is a so-called cognitive bias



Is this the only example of survivorship bias?

Elon Musk



Survivorship bias: Advice from famous/rich people



Survivorship bias: Advice from famous/rich people

One famous Elon Musk quote:

Any problems with this statement?

How to avoid survivorship bias? 
Realizing that what has worked for famous/rich people


might not work for everyone

Elon Musk dropped out of Stanford 
University two days after he entered. 

Should we all drop out of college?

tüchtigUnternehmer



Summary
cognitive biases

survivorship bias: concentrating on the people or 
things that made it past some selection process



then for something different…

Any questions about (survivorship) bias?











What does this company do?





Exxon Mobil: oil and gas company 
(4th largest in the world)



≠

🤷 Confused? %
Well, that’s the point!

Normal language: Goal is to communicate information
Corporate language: Goal is (often) to confuse and distract
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Normal language: Goal is to communicate information
Corporate language: Goal is (often) to confuse and distract

corporate obfuscation
“Doubling down on our humanness will be the magic in how we drive better 
outcomes.”
John Cahill, global CEO of McCann Health

“optimizing the customer footprint across geographies”
Citibank, after firing 1,100 people

“volume-related production-schedule adjustment”
a factory shutdown, according to General Motors

~150.000.000*
# of advertisements in your life?

~150.000.000*
* https://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/15/business/media/15everywhere.html



🤷 Confused? %
Well, that’s the point!

corporate obfuscation

* https://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/15/business/media/15everywhere.html

Question to think about 
Why do corporations obfuscate?



Elements of critical thinking
cognitive biases psychological manipulation

logic information validity

🤷 
%

• how to construct an argument

• formal and informal logical fallacies

• how to recognize logical fallacies in debates

• when is information (un)trustworthy?

• when are things “unexpected”?

• learning about probability

You already learned about two elements of 
critical thinking today!

• survivorship bias 
• other biases in 

memory and   
perception


• are biases bad?

• corporate 
obfuscation 

• propaganda

• misinformation & 

disinformation

• group-think

Wahrscheinlichkeit

�
logisc

her F
ehler

😅



What critical thinking is not

So what is critical thinking?

• being judgmental, negative or ‘critical’

• using someone’s logical fallacies to win an argument

• rationalizing your current, existing beliefs

• never being biased in any way

• knowing what makes us less rational and more biased

• recognizing when you are being manipulated

• overcoming biases and manipulation 
• determining the validity of information 
• constructing fact- and logic-based arguments



End of part I (Critical thinking)



Part II: Neural networks



About Me

Name: Chris Kymn 
Hometown: Los Angeles, California, USA 
Undergraduate College: Dartmouth 
(Computer Science, Philosophy) 
Currently: Graduate student at LMU 
(Neuroscience)



The Turing Test



Which painting was made by a 
human?
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human?



Which painting was made by a 
human?
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Neurons: the units of the brain

• Approximately 86 billion 
neurons in human brain 
• Approximately 100 

trillion connections 
between neurons 
(synapses) in the human 
brain 
• In one brain, about 

850,000 kilometers of 
wiring



Neurons: the units of the brain
• Approximately 86 billion 

neurons in human brain 
• Approximately 100 

trillion connections 
between neurons 
(synapses) in the human 
brain 
• In one brain, about 

850,000 kilometers of 
wiring

How do groups of neurons 
enable intelligent 
processes?



What neuroscience can tell us 
about memory

Henry Molaison (top) had a 
bilateral medial temporal 
lobectomy (bottom) to 
cure epileptic seizures. 
Seizures stopped, but he 
lost ability to form new 
memories. 
But still he could still 
remember how to perform 
new tasks. How is that 
possible?



Mirror writing

Answer: there are multiple memory 
systems in the brain!



Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANNs)

• Loosely based on biological 
neural networks 

• Perform complex tasks 
such as image 
understanding, language 
translation, and art 
generation 

• Do they think in the same 
way that humans do?



Can ANNs model human 
creativity?

Neuroscience model: 2 brain 
networks 

Machine Learning model: 2 competing 
neural networks 



Examples of art by an ANN



Do ANNs learn to think like 
humans?



Analogies in ANNs
Man : Woman :: King : ______ 
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Analogies in ANNs
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Man : Woman :: Doctor : ______ 
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Biased analogies in ANNs
Man : Woman :: Doctor : Nurse 
Police : White :: Criminal : Black 
Lawful : Christianity :: Terrorist : ______ 



Biased analogies in ANNs
Man : Woman :: Doctor : Nurse 
Police : White :: Criminal : Black 
Lawful : Christianity :: Terrorist : Islamic



Cognition in Neural Networks: 
Outline
Neurons 
- Dendrites, somas, axons 

- Synapses 

- Neurotransmitters 

- Plasticity

Neuroscience of Reasoning and Memory 
- Automatic vs. deliberate systems 
- Differences in human/non-human animal cognition 
- Types of memory systems 
- Memory storage, consolidation and retrieval 

Artificial Models of Reasoning and 
Memory 
- Introduction to deep learning 
- Creative architectures of neural networks 
- Language modeling and processing 
- Bigoted biases in neural networks 

Artificial Models of Neurons 
- Perceptron 
- Unsupervised/Supervised Learning 
- Multilayer neural networks 



End of part II (Neural networks)
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single neuron

Why should I join this course?

scalesmall big

human cognition

Will artificial intelligence surpass humans 
in creativity? Why or why not?

How do neurons enable us to 
learn and remember? Where are 

memories stored?

How do I recognize logical 
tricks during debates?

Did you ever feel advertising was 
trying to manipulate you?



Course structure
- every Wednesday from 17.00 hrs (English)

- even weeks: Critical thinking with Karsten

- odd weeks: Neural networks with Chris

- after a few weeks: some homework assignments

- course description on Lyzeum website (in a few days)

- syllabus? e-mail us! (lyzeum.muenchen@gmail.com)

mailto:lyzeum.muenchen@gmail.com




What will I get out of this course / 
why should I participate?

• learn to recognize common cognitive biases and logical 
fallacies that impair your thinking


• become less vulnerable to manipulation from 
corporations and politicians


• learn to question your own beliefs

• learn how to think rationally and how to structure an 
argument


